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Abstract. This paper presents an abstraction-refinement framework for
Segala’s probabilistic automata (PA), a slight variant of Markov decision
processes. We use Condon and Ladner’s two-player probabilistic game
automata extended with possible and required transitions — as in Larsen
and Thomsen’s modal transition systems — as abstract models. The key
idea is to refine player-one and player-two states separately resulting in
a nested abstract-refine loop. We show the adequacy of this approach for
obtaining tight bounds on extremal reachability probabilities.
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Introduction

Probabilistic automata (PAs) [1] extend Markov decision processes (MDPs) by
allowing for states having more than one choice labeled with the same action.
This extension is needed for parallel composition. Whereas in an MDP, each
distribution (over states) is unique, this no longer holds for PA. PAs have been
used as operational model for probabilistic process algebras, the PIOA language,
and have served to reason about randomized distributed algorithms, see [2].
Segala [1] has studied several behavioral relations on PAs such as (weak and
strong) bisimulation and simulation pre-orders, as well as trace inclusions. These
relations form the basis for obtaining abstractions of PAs, i.e., smaller models
that then can be used for further analysis. This includes for instance, determining
extremal (minimal and maximal) reachability probabilities.
To obtain coarser abstractions, more aggressive abstraction schemes have
been proposed in the literature. These include finite-state approximations [3],
abstract probabilistic automata [4], game-based abstractions [5], abstractions
that are based on distribution-based simulation pre-orders [6], and compositional
abstraction [7]. This paper is a continuation of this line of research that is aimed
at obtaining an automated abstraction-refinement framework for PAs that yields
tight bounds on extremal reachability probabilities.
The first key ingredient of this paper is to use Condon and Ladner’s twoplayer probabilistic game automata (PGAs) [8] and extend them with possible
and required transitions as known from modal transition systems [9, 10]. There
are two main differences with existing works on game-based abstraction of PAs:
?
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(1) both players are fully symmetric (and randomized), and (2) transitions have
modalities. We define satisfaction and refinement relations — much in the style
of modal transition systems — on these models, define (alternating) simulation
relations, and prove the special role of two specific implementations that provide
(upper and lower) bounds on extremal reachability probabilities for competing
and collaborating players.
The second key ingredient, and the major contribution of this paper, is
an (nested) abstraction-refinement scheme. The main idea is separate refining
player-one and player-two states. We formally define the notion of stable abstraction from the perspective of each player, prove that each refinement loop indeed
yields a refinement, and that the iterative abstraction-refinement terminates for
every PA with a finite bisimulation quotient.
Put shortly, the major contributions of this paper are: (1) generalizing twoplayer probabilistic game automata (by annotating transitions with modalities)
and proposing them as abstractions of PAs, (2) showing that our abstractions
yield at most as tight bounds on extremal reachability probabilities as gamebased abstractions, however, they are at most the sizes of game-based abstractions, and (3) proposing an abstraction-refinement framework consisting of a
nested loop – the inner-loop (outer-loop) refines player-one (player-two) states.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets the ground for this work.
Sections 3 and 4 introduce abstract PGAs and the abstraction technique based
on it, respectively. Section 5 proposes our abstraction-refinement framework for
PAs. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 concludes the paper. Proofs of
theorems can be found in the Ph.D. thesis [18].
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Preliminaries

A distribution
µ is a function on a countable set S iff µ : S → [0, 1] and
P
0 <
µ(s)
≤ 1; its support set is supp(µ)P= {s ∈ S | µ(s) > 0}; and
s∈S
its mass w.r.t. set S 0 ⊆ S is given as µ(S 0 ) = s∈S 0 µ(s).A distribution µ is
a full-distribution iff µ(S) = 1, otherwise, it is a sub-distribution. Let Dist(S)
denote the set of full-distributions over S. Let ιs ∈ Dist(S) denote the Dirac
distribution for s ∈ S, i.e., ιs (s) = 1.

2.1

Probabilistic Game Automata

PGAs are used for modeling systems in which players, behaving probabilistically, compete for certain objectives, i.e., some players maximize whereas the
others minimize the probability of reaching a set of goal states. In this paper, we deal with PGAs having only two players that make their moves alternatively. Intuitively, it is a game of chance played between two players, say,
player one and player two. The game arena is a bipartite graph — having,
say, S1 and S2 as sets of vertices — in which each player owns a specific
set of vertices; say, the players one and two own S1 and S2 respectively. The
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game is started by player one and evolves in a turn-based fashion. Starting
from the initial state in S1 , player one non-deterministically chooses an actiondistribution pair. Based on the selected distribution, a state in S2 , say s2 , is
randomly selected and the control is passed to player two; who then behaves
in the same way as player one and the control passes back to player one.
This goes on until some goal is achieved either by player one or player two.
Let UAct be a countable universe of actions including the internal action τ .

Definition 1 (Probabilistic game automaton [8]). A PGA is a tuple G =
(S, {S1 , S2 }, A, ∆, s0 ) where S is a non-empty, countable set of states, partitioned
into S1 and S2 , with s0 ∈ S1 ; A ⊆ UAct, and ∆ ⊆ (S1 × A × Dist(S2 )) ∪ (S2 ×
A × Dist(S1 )) is a set of transitions.
a

0.5

a

0.5

a

a

a

0.5

0.5

a
We denote (s, a, µ) ∈ ∆ by s → µ; Act(s) =
s1
s3
a
{a ∈ A | s → µ} as the set of enabled actions
from state s; succ(s) = {u ∈ S | ∃(s, a, µ) ∈
t2
0.
a
5
∆ : µ(u) > 0} as the set of successor states of
a
s; and ∆(s) = {(s, a, µ) | s → µ} as the set of
s0
transitions emanating from s. PGAs are thus a
s2
s4
a
generalization of SGs [11] in which both players
are random; in SGs only one player is random.
t3
t1
In the sequel, let G = (S, {S1 , S2 }, A, ∆, s0 ) be
a finitely branching – each state has a finite
Fig. 1: A sample PGA G
number of transitions and each distribution has
a finite support – PGA. To depict PGAs we represent states in S1 and S2 as
rectangles and double rectangles respectively. Moreover, if a player-one state s
has a unique predecessor t, we show s inside t for simplicity. Fig. 1 illustrates
a
a sample PGA with S1 = {s0 , . . . , s4 }, S2 = {t1 , t2 , t3 } and transitions t1 → µ
with µ(s1 ) = µ(s2 ) = 12 . In order to analyze reachability properties on PGA
G, at each state non-determinism is resolved by means of a scheduler for each
player, resulting in a Markov chain with a countable state space. The induced
chain further reduces to a path once probabilistic choices are resolved. A set
of paths obtained thus is measurable, see e.g., [12, Ch. 10]. Let Prκκ12 (T ) be the
probability of the set of paths from the initial state s0 in G that reach some set
of states T ⊆ S under schedulers (κ1 , κ2 ) for players one and two respectively.
Let
Pr+− (T ) = supκ1 inf κ2 Prκκ12 (T )
Pr++ (T ) = supκ1 supκ2 Prκκ12 (T )
Pr−− (T ) = inf κ1 inf κ2 Prκκ12 (T )
Pr−+ (T ) = inf κ1 supκ2 Prκκ12 (T )
0.5

be the optimal (i.e., maximum and minimum) probabilities for reaching states
in T . They can be achieved by deterministic memoryless schedulers [8], and
computed through value iteration, policy iteration or by linear programming for
games with finite state spaces.
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Let wT : S → [0, 1] be a probability valuation function mapping a state s
to the probability of reaching T ⊆ S from s under a given pair of deterministic
memoryless schedulers. We omit the subscript T whenever T is clear from the
context. The probability valuation functions WT = {w | w : S → [0, 1]} form
a complete lattice (WT , ≤, ⊥, >) with order ≤⊆ WT × WT , bottom element
⊥ ∈ WT and top element > ∈ WT . We write w ≤ w0 iff ∀s ∈ S : w(s) ≤ w0 (s);
⊥(s) = 0 and
F >(s) = 1 for s ∈ S. For a set M ⊆ WT , the least upper
d bound
is given as M (s) = supw∈M w(s), P
and the greatest lower bound as M (s) =
inf w∈M w(s) for s ∈ S. Let w(µ) = s∈S µ(s) · w(s) for µ ∈ Dist(S). For PGA
G, let τ (G) be the closed PGA, a PGA G in which all actions of G are changed
into τ .3
Definition 2 (Probability valuation transformer [8]). Let T ⊆ S be the
set of goal states in PGA τ (G). For reachability objectives 1, 2 ∈ {min, max} for
players one and two respectively, the probability valuation transformer Prt12 :
WT → WT is defined for w ∈ WT and s ∈ S as:

1




 1 = max? 0 : 1
Prt12 (w)(s) = 2 = max? 0 : 1
τ


1{w(µ) | s → µ}



τ
2{w(µ) | s → µ}

if
if
if
if
if

s∈T
s ∈ S1 ∩ T0
s ∈ S2 ∩ T0
s ∈ S1 \ (T ∪ T0 )
s ∈ S2 \ (T ∪ T0 )

where T0 ⊆ S is the set of all states without outgoing transitions.
Prt12 is a monotonic function over the complete lattice W . By Tarski’s theorem
[14], it has a least Fix Prt12 (⊥) and a greatest Fix Prt12 (>) fixed point. For
finite-state PGA, they can be computed through e.g., value iteration [13].
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s1

0.0

PAs [1] extend labeled transition systems
(LTSs) in which the target of any action-labeled
transition is a distribution over states instead of
a single state. A probabilistic automaton (PA) is
a quadruple M = (S, A, ∆, s0 ) where S, A, and
s0 are as before, and ∆ ⊆ S × A × Dist(S) is a
set of transitions. A PA can be embedded into
a PGA (where player-two states have one emanating transition) in a straightforward manner.
Fig. 2 depicts a sample PA. Its embedding as
PGA is provided in Fig. 4 (left, page 8).

0.
3

Probabilistic automata
0.5
0.1

2.2

Fig. 2: A sample PA M

As this paper does not cover parallel composition all PGAs are closed. For modeling
PGAs in a compositonal manner though, the distinction between internal and other
actions is important, see [7].
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Definition 3 (Embedding a PA into an PGA[6]). PA M = (S, A, ∆, s0 )
induces the PGA αPA (M) = (S 0 , {S10 , S20 }, A, ∆0 , (s0 , 1)) with S10 = S × {1},
S20 = S × {2} and for every s ∈ S:
a

a

1. (s, 1) → µ0 iff s → µ and µ0 (u, 2) = µ(u), and
a
a
2. (s, 2) → µ0 with µ0 (s, 1) = 1 iff for some u ∈ S with u → µ and s ∈ supp(µ).
2.3

Simulation relations

Simulation relations for probabilistic systems are pre–orders requiring that whenever state u simulates state s, then u can at least mimic the stepwise behaviour
of s. They can be computed for finite models by reducing them to network
max-flow problems [15]. They are lifted to distributions over states as follows:
Definition 4 (Simulation relation [16]). Let S be a countable, non-empty set
of states, and let µ, µ0 ∈ Dist(S). For R ⊆ S ×S, µ0 simulates µ w.r.t. R, denoted
µRµ0 , iff there exists a function
δ : S × S → [0, 1] suchPthat for all u, v ∈ S: (1)
P
δ(u, v) > 0 ⇒ uRv, (2) s∈S δ(u, s) = µ(u), and (3) s∈S δ(s, v) = µ0 (v).
We define two simulation relations on PGAs: simulation and alternating simulation. Simulation relations compare reachability probabilities in case of collaborating players (i.e., both players want to maximize/minimize reachability
probabilities), whereas alternating simulation relations do so in case of competing players.
S
Definition 5 (Simulation on PGAs [6]). R ⊆ j∈{1,2} Sj × Sj is a simulaa

a

tion relation on PGA G iff for every sRs0 , s → µ implies s0 → µ0 with µRµ0 .
Let ≺ be the largest simulation relation.
S
Definition 6 (Alternating simulation on PGAs [6]). R ⊆ j∈{1,2} Sj × Sj
is an alternating simulation relation on PGA G iff for every sRs0 the following
a
a
holds: (1) if s, s0 ∈ S1 , then s0 → µ0 implies s → µ such that µRµ0 , (2) if
a
0
0 a
0
s, s ∈ S2 , then s → µ implies s → µ such that µRµ0 . Let 2 be the largest
alternating simulation relation. We write “s0 alt-simulates s” iff s 2 s0 .
Intuitively, in case of player-one states, the behaviour of s0 is mimicked by that
of s; whereas in case of player-two states, it is the other way round.
We write G ≺ G 0 (G 2 G 0 ) if s0 ≺ s00 (s 2 s00 ), where ≺ (2) is taken on the
disjoint union of G and G 0 . By the following theorem, G ≺ G 0 (G 2 G 0 ) implies
that G 0 bounds Pr++ (Pr+− ) and Pr−− (Pr−+ ) values of G from above (below)
and below (above) in case of collaborating (competing) players.
Theorem 1. For PGA G and G 0 , and T ⊆ S. Then:
1. G ≺ G 0 implies Pr−− (T 0 ) ≤ Pr−− (T ) and Pr++ (T ) ≤ Pr++ (T 0 ), and
2. G 2 G 0 implies Pr−+ (T 00 ) ≥ Pr−+ (T ) and Pr+− (T ) ≥ Pr+− (T 00 )
where T 0 = {s0 ∈ S 0 | ∃s ∈ T : s ≺ s0 } and T 00 = {s0 ∈ S 0 | ∃s ∈ T : s 2 s0 }.
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3

Modal Stochastic Games

This section presents an extension of PGAs by annotating their transitions
with required (must) and possible (may) modalities as in modal transition systems [17]. This results in abstract probabilistic game automata (APGAs, for
short). The semantics of an APGA is a set of PGAs, namely all PGAs that have
at least all required transitions and zero or more possible transitions. These
games are called implementations of APGA.

Definition 7 (Abstract PGA). An abstract PGA (APGA) is a tuple H =
(S, {S1 , S2 }, A, ∆r , ∆p , s0 ) with S, S1 , S2 , A, and s0 as in PGA, ∆p ⊆ S1+x ×
A × Dist(S2−x ) is a set of possible transitions and ∆r ⊆ S1+x × A × Dist(S2−x )
is a set of required transitions with ∆r ⊆ ∆p , where x ∈ {0, 1}.
a

a

a

a

0.5

0.5

0.5

b

We denote (s, a, µ) ∈ ∆y by s →y µ, and transitions emanating from a state s as ∆y (s) =
b
a
{(s, a, µ) | s →y µ} for y ∈ {p, r}. Every PGA
is an APGA with ∆r = ∆p . We depict required
a
transitions as solid lines, and others as dotted
s01
s03
lines (see Fig. 3). Let closed APGA be defined
in a similar way as closed PA (page 4). In the
t02
0.
a
5
sequel, let H = (S, {S1 , S2 }, A, ∆r , ∆p , s0 ) be a
finitely branching APGA.
s00
APGAs are compared using refinement relas02
s04
a
tions. Intuitively, when a state s refines a state
s0 , then s0 mimics at least the step-wise post03
t01
sible behaviour of s, whereas s mimics at least
Fig. 3: A sample APGA H
the step-wise required behaviour of s0 . A special
class of refinement relations, called satisfaction
relations, relates implementations (concrete models, i.e., PGAs) with APGA
(specifications). In the sequel, let Sj be the set of states of player i in PGA G
(APGA H), and Sj0 be its set of states in the APGA H0 .
S
Definition 8 (Satisfaction relation). R ⊆ j∈{1,2} Sj × Sj0 is a satisfaction
b

a

0.5

0.5

a

a

relation between PGA G and APGA H0 iff for sRs0 , (1) s → µ implies s0 →p µ0
a
a
such that µRµ0 , and (2) s0 →r µ0 implies s → µ such that µRµ0 . Let |= be the
largest satisfaction relation.
The set of implementations of APGA H is defined by HHI = {G | G |= H}.
S
Definition 9 (Refinement relation). R ⊆ j∈{1,2} Sj × Sj0 is a refinement
a

a

relation between APGA H and H0 iff for sRs0 , (1) s →p µ implies s0 →p µ0 such
a
a
that µRµ0 , and (2) s0 →r µ0 implies s →r µ such that µRµ0 . Let  be the largest
refinement relation.
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The conditions (1) and (2) are the same as in Def. 8 except that in (1) the
transition from s is a possible transition, whereas in (2) the transition from s is
a required transition.
S
S
Example 1. R = i=1...3 (ti , t0i ) ∪ i=0...4 (si , s0i ) is a refinement (in fact, a satisfaction) relation between PGA G (Fig. 1) and APGA H (Fig. 3).
Proposition 1.  is a pre–order.
Extremal implementations. We focus on two special implementations of
APGA H, denoted G p and G r , and show that they bound the optimal reachability probabilities of every implementation of H. We call G p and G r extreme
PGAs (EPGAs, for short). Both G p and G r inherit the player-two transitions
from its possible transitions in H. They differ for player one, though. EPGA G p
inherits its player-one transitions (denoted by the superscript) from the possible
transitions of player one in H, whereas G r inherits its player-one transitions from
the required transitions in H.
Definition 10 (Extremal PGAs implementations). For y ∈ {p, r}, G y is
an EPGA of H iff S, S1 , S2 , A and s0 in G y are as in H, ∆(s) = ∆p (s) for
s ∈ S2 , and ∆(s) = ∆y (s) for s ∈ S1 .
In the sequel, G y = (S, {S1 , S2 }, A, ∆, s0 ) is an EPGA of H for y ∈ {p, r}.
Proposition 2. For every G ∈ HHI, it holds G ≺ G p and G 2 G r .
By Th. 1 and Prop. 2, EPGAs suffice for the optimal reachability analysis of
H. Note that the two extreme implementations by considering the required (as
opposed to the possible) transitions of player two are simulated and alt-simulated
by G p and G r respectively.).
Proposition 3. H1  H2 implies (1) G1p ≺ G2p and (2) G1r 2 G2r .
It follows from Prop. 2, 3 and Th. 1 that if H1  H2 , then H2 bounds the
extremal reachability probabilities in H1 .

4

Abstraction

This section presents our abstraction technique, a combination of abstraction of
PA using modalities [7] and game-based abstraction [5]. It is based on partitioning the state space such that player-one and player-two states are kept separate.
The key principle is that player-one states that have the same set of transitions
(after abstraction) must at least be assigned to the same abstract state. Every
transition from a concrete state, either belonging to player-one or two, becomes
a possible transition from its corresponding abstract state. For player-one states
we additionally apply the following approach. An abstract player-one state is
equipped with a required a-transition to distribution µ0 iff every of its concrete
states has a required a-transition to µ such that µ0 is the abstract counterpart
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t00

a

v20
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c
s3

t02

v00
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s6

s6

a

t3

c

a

v6

b

b

a
v3

a

0.1

t5

a
a

s0

s5
v5

0.3

t2

b

0.5

t0

c

v2

a

s2

a

v0

v10

c

0.2

s0

0.3

v30

t4

0.8

a

0.5

s4
v4

t1

b

v1

a

9

0.
0.1

s1

0.5

a

b

a

t01

t6

v40
t03

Fig. 4: The embedding H (left) of the PA in Fig. 2, and its abstraction H0 = α(H)
(right)
of µ. Required transitions for player-two states are not detailed further, as they
play no role in the analysis of optimal reachability probabilities (see Prop. 2).
Let α : S → S 0 be an abstraction (a surjective function) and γ : S 0 → 2S be
the corresponding concretization function. That is, α(s) is the abstract state of
s whereas γ(s0 ) is the set of concrete states abstracted by s0 . The abstraction of
distribution µ is given as α(µ)(s0 ) = µ(γ(s0 )). The functions α and γ are lifted
to sets of states or sets of distributions in a point-wise manner.
Definition 11 (Abstraction). For APGA H, the abstraction function α :
S → S 0 induces the APGA H0 = α(H) if the following conditions are satisfied:
A0 = A; Si0 = α(Si ) for i ∈ {1, 2}; ∀s, u ∈ S1 : α(∆y (s)) = α(∆y (u)) for y ∈
{p, r} implies α(s) = α(u); and for every s0 ∈ S 0 :
a

a

1. s0 ∈ S10 implies s0 →r µ0 iff ∀s ∈ γ(s0 ) : s →r µ such that α(µ) = µ0 ,
a
a
2. ∃s ∈ γ(s0 ) : s →p µ implies s0 →p µ0 such that α(µ) = µ0 , and
a
a
3. s0 →p µ0 implies ∃s ∈ γ(s0 ) : s →p µ such that α(µ) = µ0 .
In the sequel, α denotes an abstraction function. Our framework considers abstractions of APGAs. For simplicity, all examples consider the abstractions of
PAs.
Example 2. Let H0 = α(H) in Fig. 4 (right) be the induced abstract model
of APGA H (left) with γ(t00 ) = {t0 }, γ(t01 ) = {t1 , t2 , t3 }, γ(t02 ) = {t4 , t5 } and
γ(t03 ) = {t6 } as well as γ(v00 ) = {v0 }, γ(v10 ) = {v1 , v2 }, γ(v20 ) = {v3 }, γ(v30 ) =
{v4 , v5 } and γ(v40 ) = {v6 }. Let us consider the abstract state v10 , it has a required
a-transition to t02 because both of its concrete states (v1 and v2 ) have required
a-transitions with target distributions over t4 and t5 (the concrete states of t02 ).
By a similar reason there exists a required b-transition from v10 to t01 . However,
only v2 has a required c-transition to t3 , therefore, v10 has a possible c-transition
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ṽ4
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t̃4
ṽ2

0.5

s4
s9
v̂4
v̂7
t̂1
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Fig. 5: For PA M (Fig. 2), APGA-based abstraction H̃ = α(αPA (M)) (left) with
˜ = 17, |S̃1 | = 5 and |S̃2 | = 5; and game-based abstraction Ĥ = α(αPA (M))
|∆|
ˆ = 26, |Ŝ1 | = 8 and |Ŝ2 | = 5.
(right) with |∆|
to t01 (the abstract state of t3 ). Note that the incoming transition of state v0
indicates that v0 is initial; there is no transition from t0 to v0 . The rest of the
example is self-explanatory.
The proposition below establishes that concrete models refine their abstractions;
therefore, by Th. 1 and Prop. 3, their reachability probabilities are bounded by
those of their abstractions.
Proposition 4. H  α(H).
Prop. 4 and the corollary below (that follows from Def. 11) prove that APGAbased abstractions yield at most as tight bounds as SG-based abstractions, whereas they are at most the sizes of SG-based abstractions. (Note that in order to
compare concrete with abstract models (in terms of their sizes), we take the sizes
of probabilistic transitions equal to the cardinality of the support sets of their
a
target distributions, e.g., the size of a transition s → µ is equal to |supp(µ)|.)
Corollary 1. Let Hsg be an SG-based abstraction and Hapga be an APGAbased abstraction of PA M with S2sg = S2apga . Then: (1) |S1sg | ≥ |S1apga |, and (2)
Hsg  Hapga .
Example 3. Consider the game-based abstraction Ĥ (Fig. 5 right) of PA M
(Fig. 2). The maximum probability to reach states {s6 , s7 } lies in [0.75, 1] in Ĥ

0.5

s5
s3
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whereas in APGA-based abstraction H̃ (Fig. 5 left), it lies in [0.5, 1]. Note that
both S̃2 and Ŝ2 represent the same partitioning of the concrete state space, the
reachability probability bounds of S̃2 states contain that of Ŝ2 states, and H̃ is
smaller than Ĥ.
Sher [18] defines a composition operator in a TCSP-like manner for the class
of APGAs representing abstract models of PAs, and shows that our abstraction
technique is compositional.

5

Iterative Abstraction-Refinement

The key idea of our abstract-refine framework (see Fig. 6) is to separate the iterative refinement of player-one and player-two states. It automatically generates
APGA-based abstractions of (closed) PAs with a finite bisimulation quotient in
which the bounds on probabilities for reaching a set of goal states are within the
allowed range.
The input is a closed PA, a reachability property (max/min probability to
goal states) and an error bound  ∈ R(0,1) . Starting from an initial abstraction
(obtained by partitioning S1 and S2 states in the embedding of PA), we incrementally refine player-one states (yielding a new partitioning for the player-one
state space) until the reachability probability bounds of player-two states stabilize. Next, we check whether the probability bounds of a set of player-two
states (that are of interest) are within the allowed range . If not, some of the
player-two states are refined yielding a new partitioning of the concrete state
space — recall that S1 states having the same set of transitions under a given
partitioning of S2 states are at least assigned to the same abstract state (see Def.
11). The first step is then repeated for the new abstract model. The above two
steps form the inner and the outer loop, that refine player-one and player-two
states respectively, of our abstract-refine framework.
Our refinement strategy is based on optimal probability valuation functions.
It induces a strictly finer partition in each iteration, and thus makes the nested
loop eventually terminate for PA having a finite bisimulation quotient.
Let M be a closed finite PA, having a finite bisimulation quotient, with
its embedding H0 = αPA (M) and set of goal states T 0 ⊆ S20 . Let Prx (T 0 ) be
the probability for reaching states in T 0 from the initial state s0 , where x ∈
{min, max}. Let Abst(H0 ) be the set of abstraction functions defined on H0 such
that γ(α(T 0 )) = T 0 for all α ∈ Abst(H0 ), i.e., α does not merge T 0 states with
S20 \T 0 states. Let H = α(H0 ) and T = α(T 0 ) for α ∈ Abst(H0 ).
Depending on the property Prx (T 0 ), let 1, 2 ∈ {min, max} with 1 6= 2 4 . Let
w11 , w12 ∈ W be the probability valuation functions (see Def. 2) such that w12 =
Fix Prt12 (⊥) and w11 = Fix Prt11 (⊥) (both players have the same objective, i.e.,
1) are defined on EPGA G p of H for the set of goal states T . Thus, w12 /w11 maps
a state s ∈ S to the probability of reaching T in case of competing/collaborating
4

For example, let x = max in Prx (T 0 ) then 1 = max and 2 = min (player-one
maximizes whereas the player-two minimizes the probability) or vice versa.
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Fig. 6: Abstraction-refinement framework for closed PAs
players; and therefore define bounds on Prx (T 0 ) for the initial state in H0 . In
the sequel, we assume (α, γ), H0 , H, 1, 2, w11 and w12 are given; unless stated
τ
otherwise. Moreover, let ∆y (s) = {µ | s →y µ} for y ∈ {p, r}.
5.1

Stable abstractions

We now explain our abstract-refine framework (Fig. 6). We only consider states
s with ∆p (s) 6= ∅ for refinement, as only their refinement can affect the reachability probabilities.

s1

0.9
0.1

s4

s2

0.8
0.2

s5

0.1

State t ∈ S2 in APGA H is called stable whenever the value w12 (t) (a) coincides with that of
one of its direct successors that obtains it via a
required transition, and (b) remains unchanged

0.5

We first check whether the probabilities for reaching goal states from player-two
states in H depend on the non-determinism induced by the abstraction process in
their successor (player-one) states. Alternatively, we check whether the splitting
of player-one states (alone) affects the reachability probabilities of their corresponding player-two states. (Recall we allow to merge concrete player-one states
even if their behaviour after abstraction is not the same (see Def. 11), therefore
their splitting may change the reachability probabilities of their corresponding
player-two states.). Let us first define some notions.
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Fig. 7: A PA M.
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Fig. 8: For 1 = min and 2 = max, APGA H (left) is a stable abstraction of PA
M (Fig. 7) w.r.t. T = {t3 }; and APGA Ĥ (right) is a bounded abstraction w.r.t.
T = {t̂4 } and  = 0.4.
after splitting its direct successor states. To formally define this notion, we first define the notion of a stable player-one state. A state s ∈ S1
is stable if its reachability probability w12 (s) is
obtained via some of its required transitions.
Definition 12 (Stable player-one states). State s ∈ S1 is stable iff w12 (s) =
w12 (µ) for some µ ∈ ∆r (s). States that are not stable are unstable.
Example 4. APGA H (Fig. 8 left) is an abstraction of PA M (Fig. 7). Let
1 = min, 2 = max, T = {t3 } with w = Fix Prt12 (⊥) where w(v0 ) = 0.25,
w(v1 ) = 0, w(v2 ) = 0.5, w(v3 ) = 0, w(v4 ) = 0, w(t0 ) = 0, w(t1 ) = 0.5, w(t2 ) = 0
and w(t3 ) = 1. Note that ∆r (v1 ) 6= ∅ and ∆p (v1 ) 6= ∅. As w(v1 ) = w(ιt2 ) = 0,
and ιt2 ∈ ∆r (v1 ), v1 is stable.
Proposition 5. Refining stable player-one states preserves reachability probabilities.
Intuitively, if the reachability probability (w.r.t. w12 ) of a player-two state, say
t, depends on one of its stable successors, it remains unchanged if any of them is
split. This is because a stable (player-one) state, say s, obtains its reachability
probability via a required transition. And if s is split, then the partitions of s
inherit the required transitions of s; as a result the reachability probabilities
of partitions of s remain unchanged – because they obtain them via the same
required transition as s. Thus, in the refined model the reachability probability
of t again depends on one of its stable successors, and remains unchanged. This
is not ensured if an unstable successor, say u, of t is split. Because in this
case different partitions of u might have different sets of required and possible
transitions, possibly resulting in different reachability probabilities in the refined
model. Now if the reachability probability of t depends on one of them, it might
be different from that in the abstract model.
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Fig. 9: PA M (left) with its SG-based abstraction H (right).
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Fig. 10: H (left) and Ĥ (right) are abstract models of PA M in Fig. 9 with
H  Ĥ.
In the following definition, we state conditions that guarantee the preservation of reachability probability w.r.t. w12 of a player-two state irrespective of
whether its stable or unstable successor is refined.
Definition 13 (Stable player-two states). State t ∈ S2 is stable iff (1)
w12 (t) = w12 (v) for a stable v ∈ succ(t), and (2) ∀u ∈ succ(t): w12 (t) =
2{w12 (v), w12 (η)} for every η ∈ ∆p (u). States that are not stable are unstable.
Condition (1) assures that the reachability probability of t depends on a stable
successor. Condition (2) assures that w12 (t) will remain unchanged even if the
successor states of t are split into their constituent states.
Example 5. Let 1 = min and 2 = max for APGA H (left in Fig. 10) with
w = Fix Prt12 (⊥) for T = {t3 }, where w(v0 ) = 0.25, w(v1 ) = 0, w(v2 ) = 0.5,
w(v3 ) = 0, w(v4 ) = 0, w(t0 ) = 0, w(t1 ) = 0.5, w(t2 ) = 0 and w(t3 ) = 1. (Note
that this APGA is a copy of Fig. 8 left, except that v1 → t2 is now a possible
transition.) The reachability probability of t1 depends on a stable successor v2 ,
i.e., w(t1 ) = 0.5 = max{w(v1 ) = 0, w(v2 ) = 0.5} (fulfilling condition (1) of Def.
13). Moreover, as w(v2 ) = 0.5 = max{w(ιt1 ) = 0.5, w(ιt2 ) = 0, w(v2 ) = 0.5}
(fulfilling condition (2) of Def. 13), therefore the possible transitions of unstable
state v1 have no impact on the reachability probability of t1 in any refinement
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of v1 . Thus, t1 is stable. Note that in APGA Ĥ (right in Fig. 10), the state t̂1 is
not stable w.r.t. the above objectives as the reachability probability of t̂1 does
not depend on a stable successor.
Proposition 6. The reachability probabilities of stable player-two states are invariant to the refinement of their direct successors.
An APGA H = α(H0 ) is stable if all player-two states t with ∆p (t) 6= ∅ are
stable; we call α a stable abstraction function. Any refinement of a stable abstraction, with the same player-two state space, preserves reachability probabilities. Therefore, if further tightening of probability bounds is required, we should
consider refining player-two states (see Fig. 6). First we discuss the refinement
of player-one states.
5.2

Refining player-one states

We consider unstable successors of unstable player-two states for refinement.
Definition 14 (Effective unstable). State s ∈ S1 is effectively unstable iff
(1) s is unstable, and (2) there exists an unstable t ∈ S2 with s ∈ succ(t).
Let eus(H) be the set of effectively unstable states. We define how to split an
effectively unstable state in H into two blocks yielding a new partitioning of the
state space of H0 . (Recall H0 = αPA (M), and H = α(H0 ))
Definition 15. For s ∈ eus(H), let µ ∈ ∆p (s) : w12 (s) = w12 (µ). Then,
B1 (s) = {s0 ∈ γ(s) | ∃ρ0 ∈ ∆0 (s0 ) : α(ρ0 ) = µ} and B2 (s) = γ(s)\B1 (s).
This is the basis for the inner-loop of our abstract-refine framework (Fig. 6).
Definition 16 (Inner abstraction). The inner abstraction transformer function IAT : Abst (H0 ) → Abst(H0 ) is defined for α ∈ Abst(H0 ) with H = α(H0 )
and s0 ∈ S 0 as:

if α(s0 ) ∈ S2 , or α(s0 ) ∈ S1 \eus(H)
 α(s0 )
0
0
B
(α(s
))
if α(s0 ) ∈ eus(H) and s0 ∈ B1 (α(s0 ))
IAT(α)(s ) =
1

B2 (α(s0 )) if α(s0 ) ∈ eus(H) and s0 ∈ B2 (α(s0 ))
Note that IAT(α) maps s0 to the same partition block as α does if either α(s0 )
is a player-two or a stable player-one state. In case α(s0 ) = s is an effectively
unstable state, it is either mapped to the partition block B1 (s) or B2 (s).
Example 6. APGA Ĥ (right Fig. 10) is an abstraction of PA M (left in Fig. 9).
Let 1 = min and 2 = max for Ĥ with ŵ = Fix Prt12 (⊥) for T̂ = {t̂2 }, where
ŵ(v̂0 ) = 0.5, ŵ(v̂1 ) = 0, ŵ(v̂2 ) = 0, ŵ(v̂3 ) = 0, ŵ(t̂0 ) = 0, ŵ(t̂1 ) = 0, ŵ(t̂2 ) = 1
and ŵ(t̂3 ) = 0. Note that t̂1 has only one successor, i.e. v̂1 , having only possible
transitions. Therefore, Ĥ is not a stable abstraction of PA M.
Let us refine Ĥ, and let H0 = αPA (M). For the successor state v̂1 of t̂1 , we
have v̂1 → ιt̂3 with ŵ(ιt̂3 ) = ŵ(v̂1 ) = 0. We separate the concrete states of v̂1
that have a transition (after abstraction) to ιt̂3 , which is v30 . Therefore, v̂1 is
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partitioned into two blocks v1 = {v10 , v20 } and v2 = {v30 }; and H (left in Fig. 10)
is the APGA induced by the new partitioning of the state space of H0 . Note
that H is a stable abstraction w.r.t. objectives 1, 2 and T = {t2 }; and moreover
H  Ĥ.
Instead of refining all states in eus(H) in one step, one may pick some of them. In
this way, unnecessary refinements of some states in eus(H) in the next iteration
may be avoided (because of splitting of states in the current step).
Proposition 7. IAT(α)  α for α ∈ Abst(H0 )
The fixpoint of the function IAT is guaranteed to exist for abstraction functions
defined (on the embedding of) PAs with finite bisimulation quotient. Intuitively,
because of the finite number of player-one states and transitions, the refinement
process (in the worst case) will eventually result in a model having only required
transitions from player-one states. At that point, all player-one states will be
stable, thus, making their further partitioning impossible (see Def. 16). This
provides the basis to iteratively refine player-one states in α(H0 ) resulting in a
stable abstraction Fix IAT(α)(H0 ) of H0 .
Theorem 2. Fix IAT(α)(H0 ) is a stable abstraction.
The following corollary follows from Th. 2, and shows that for a given partitioning of states of PA M, the SG-based abstraction [5] is as precise as the
APGA-based abstraction when refined to a stable abstraction. However, the size
of the latter is at most that of the former.
Corollary 2. Let Hsg be an SG-based abstraction and α(H0 ) = Ĥapga be an
sg
apga
APGA-based abstraction of APGA H0 with S2sg = Ŝ2apga . Let w12
and w12
0
be defined on Hsg and Hapga = Fix IAT(α)(H ) respectively. Then, (1) ∀t ∈
sg
apga
S2sg , u ∈ S2apga : w12
(t) = w12
(u), and (2) |S1sg | ≥ |S1apga | ≥ |Ŝ1apga |.
Example 7. APGA H (right) is an SG-based abstraction [5] of PA M (left) in
Fig. 9; whereas the left APGA in Fig. 10, say H00 , is a stable abstraction of M
w.r.t. the objectives 1 = min, 2 = max and T = {t3 }. Note that both models
have the same reachability probabilities to t3 (i.e., 0.25) from the initial states.
Moreover, |S1 | = 6 and |S100 | = 5, and |∆| = 12 and |∆00 | = 11.
5.3

Refining player-two states

We now discuss the outermost loop refining player-two states. This is, in principle, similar to strategy-based refinement in [5]. Let H be a stable abstraction
of APGA H0 . If the reachability probabilities – w.r.t w12 and w11 – of S2 states
(that are of interest) are at most -apart, we are done. Otherwise, we refine some
of the player-two states.
Definition 17 (-boundedness). State s ∈ S is -bounded for  ∈ R(0,1) iff
|w12 (s) − w11 (s)| ≤ . Distribution µ ∈ Dist(S) is -bounded iff |w12 (µ) −
w11 (µ)| ≤ . APGA H is -bounded iff all its states are bounded.
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Lemma 1. In an unbounded APGA, the reachability probabilities of some playertwo state — w.r.t. w11 and w12 — depend on two different successors.
The lemma follows from the fact that if the reachability probabilities of each
player-two state in an APGA depends on one of its successors, then the APGA
represents the embedding of a PA that is 0-bounded — upper and lower bounds
of reachability probabilites coincide for each player-two state.
The above lemma helps finding player-two states that can be refined. Let
ub(H) = {t ∈ S2 | ∃u, v ∈ succ(t) : u 6= v ∧ w12 (t) = w12 (u) ∧ w11 (t) = w11 (v)}
be the set of player-two states in H whose reachability probability bounds depend
on two different successors. A state in ub(H) can be refined as:
Definition 18. State t ∈ ub(H) can be partitioned into P1 (t) = {t0 ∈ γ(t) |
∃ιu0 ∈ ∆0 (t0 ) : w12 (t) = w12 (α(u0 ))}, and P2 (t) = γ(t)\P1 (t).
Intuitively, concrete states (of t) whose player-one abstract states’ reachability
probabilities (w.r.t. w12 ) coincide with w12 (t) are separated from other concrete
states. This is the basis for the outer-loop of our abstract-refine framework (Fig.
6).
Definition 19 (Outer abstraction). The outer abstraction transformer function OAT : Abst (H0 ) → Abst(H0 ) is defined for α̂ ∈ Abst(H0 ) with H =
Fix IAT(α̂)(H0 ) and s0 ∈ S 0 as:

if α(s0 ) ∈ S1 or α(s0 ) ∈ S2 \ub(H)
 α(s0 )
0
0
OAT(α = Fix IAT(α̂))(s ) = P1 (α(s )) if α(s0 ) ∈ ub(H) and s0 ∈ P1 (α(s0 ))

P2 (α(s0 )) if α(s0 ) ∈ ub(H) and s0 ∈ P2 (α(s0 ))
Note that OAT(α) maps s0 to the same partition block as α does if α(s0 ) is a
player-one state or a bounded -player-two state. Otherwise, it maps s0 either to
P1 (s) or P2 (s).
Example 8. For  = 0.4, 1 = min, 2 = max and T = {t3 }, the APGA H in Fig. 8
(left) is not an -bounded abstraction of PA M in Fig. 7, as |w12 (t1 )−w11 (t1 )| =
|0.5 − 0| >  (0 is the reachability probability with 1 = min and 2 = min). It
is possible to refine H in order to have reachability probability bounds of t1 at
most -apart. Ĥ (Fig. 8 right) is an -bounded abstraction of M obtained by
partitioning the concrete states of t1 in H into two blocks, i.e., P1 = {s3 } = v20
and P2 = {s1 , s2 } = v10 . Note that 0 = |0 − 0| <  and 0 = |0.5 − 0.5| <  for t̂1
and t̂2 respectively.
The following theorem asserts that for α̃ ∈ Abst(H0 ) with α = Fix IAT(α̃),
the model induced by Fix IAT(OAT(α)) has at least as tight bounds on the
reachability probabilities of player two states as the model induced by α.
Theorem 3. For α̃ ∈ Abst(H0 ) with α = Fix IAT(α̃), Fix IAT(OAT(α))(H0 )
has at least as tight bounds on the reachability probabilities of player-two states
as α(H0 ).
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Fig. 11: α> (H0 ) for APGA H0 .
Like IAT, the fixpoint of the function OAT is guaranteed to exist for abstraction
functions defined on the embedding of PAs with finite bisimulation quotient.
Because in the worst case, the refinement of player-two states will eventually
result in the embedding of PA that is 0-bounded, i.e., upper and lower bounds
of reachability probabilites coincide for each player-two state. This therefore
provides the basis to iteratively compute the partitioning of the state space of
the model induced by α ∈ Abst(H0 ) such that the model induced by Fix OAT(α)
is an -bounded abstraction.
Theorem 4. For fixed  ∈ R(0,1) , Fix OAT(α)(H0 ) is an -bounded abstraction.
In order to have an -bounded abstraction, one can start with a coarsest abstraction H0 given as α> (H0 ) = ({s = α(S10 ), t = α> (T 0 ), u = α> (S20 \T 0 )},
{{s}, {t, u}}, {τ }, ∅, {s →p t, s →p u, t →p s, u →p s}, s) — recall that T 0 is a
set of goal states in H0 — (see Fig. 11), and then refine it iteratively by Def. 19.
Corollary 3. Fix OAT(α> )(H0 ) is an -bounded abstraction.
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Related Work

Abstraction of probabilistic automata (PAs) and the strongly related MDPs
has received considerable attention. Starting from initial work by D’Argenio et
al. [19] in 2001, techniques such as three-valued abstraction [20], counterexampleguided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) [21], and game-based abstraction [5]
have been tailored to these probabilistic models. For a recent overview of abstraction techniques of probabilistic models, see [22].
Abstraction. Our abstraction is closely related to game-based abstraction. We
separate the non-determinism in the concrete model and the non-determinism
introduced by the abstraction. For each source of non-determinism, one player
is used. Whereas [5] uses Shapley’s stochastic games [11] as abstract models, we
use (1) a variant in which both players are symmetric, and (2) extend this with
modal transitions. Our abstract models are thus a modal variant of probabilistic
game automata [8]. Whereas [5] uses the principle “states must have the same
step-wise behaviour after abstraction to be merged together [5]”; in our setting
states having the same step-wise behaviour after abstraction are at least merged
together. SG-abstractions are thus a special case of our abstractions.
Modal games and probabilistic models. Modal extensions of two-player games
have been studied in [23]. De Alfaro et al. show that modal game abstraction
preserves alternating µ-calculus, and provide (amongst others) a completeness
results for a safety fragment of that logic. Our abstract stochastic games can be
considered as lifting their model to the stochastic setting. Modal transitions for
probabilistic models have been advocated in our earlier work [7, 4].
Tighter abstractions. All aforementioned abstraction techniques (including
the one in this paper) for probabilistic models are state-based. That is, the relation between the concrete and abstract model is given by a simulation relation
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that relates groups of concrete states to an abstract state. This has been casted
in a general abstract interpretation setting in [24]. The abstraction in [5] is optimal in the sense of abstract interpretation [25] when relating states. Our earlier
work [6] showed that using simulation and refinement relations that relate probability distributions rather than states has the potential to provide more precise
abstractions. Relating distributions has also been applied [26] so as to obtain a
distribution-based variant of Larsen and Skou’s notion of probabilistic bisimulation [27]. Applying this principle to our abstraction-refinement framework has
been briefly described in [18].
Refinement. Depending on whether the two players join forces so as to maximize or minimize the reachability probability or they act as opponents, analyzing
the abstract game yields a lower or upper bound on the minimal or maximal
reachability probability. If these bounds are sufficiently precise, the satisfaction
or refutation of the property on the original PA can be concluded. Otherwise,
the abstraction is refined. The resulting game then yields more precise results
and, similarly to CEGAR, the procedure may be iterated until the obtained
bounds are precise enough. In contrast to other refinement techniques, the crux
of our technique is to separate the refinement of the various players, resulting
in a nested abstraction-refinement loop. Player-two refinement is a mild variant
of that in [5] in which states are always split in two parts 5 . Player-one refinement heavily relies on exploiting the modal transitions in the abstract model, a
concept that is absent in [5].

7

Conclusion

This paper presented a nested abstraction-refinement framework for Segala’s
probabilistic automata (PAs). It is complete in the sense that termination is
guaranteed for every PA with a finite bisimulation quotient. The key to our technique is to use a modal variant of Condon and Ladner’s two-player probabilistic
game automata. Abstraction using this model yields (tight) upper and lower
bounds on extremal reachability probabilities. We believe that modal stochastic
games are of interest as such and deserve further investigation. This paper focused on the theoretical underpinnings of our abstraction-refinement technique.
An implementation and experimental comparison to game-based abstraction [5]
is needed to check its practical feasibility and performance.
Acknowledgements. This work is strongly inspired by and heavily builds
upon the work of Kim G. Larsen. The idea of using possible (may) and required
(must) transitions goes back to his seminal work with Thomsen [28]. Simulation
and refinement relations for probabilistic models originated in his work with
Jonsson [16]. Kim developed one of the first, if not the very first, abstractionrefinement technique for MDPs [19]. His work on constraint Markov chains [29]
provided the basis for our joint work on abstract PAs [4]. The uncertainty of
5

This may converge slower than allowing for coarser splittings (as in [5]), but yields
smaller state spaces.
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the non-deterministic choices in APA is modeled by modal transitions while
uncertainty of the stochastic behavior is expressed—as in constraint Markov
chains—by (underspecified) stochastic constraints. Besides the influence of all
these work, Kim has always been extremely inspiring. This started in 1996 at
the conference FTRTFT in Uppsala, when he stimulated us to use Uppaal—at
those days in its very early stage of development [30]—to take up the challenge
of modeling and verifying Philips’ bounded retransmission protocol [31]. This relationship has continued over the years and has led to several joint EU projects.
It has been a great pleasure and enormous honor to work with Kim. This paper
is a salute to his 60th birthday.
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